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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING
I.

ALA Subcommittees on African and Asian Materials

The Ad Hoc Subcommittees on Descriptive Cataloging and on Subject Analysis of
African and Asian Materials of the ALA RTSD Cataloging and Classification Section
will conclude their work at the ALA 1978 Annual Conference in Chicago. Both
Subcommittees have scheduled meetings during the Conference to discuss their
final reports on cataloging problems and ways of transmitting the reports to
the relevant authority organizations for consideration and action. The
Descriptive Cataloging Subcommittee will meet in the morning of June 27 and the
Subject Analysis Subcommittee will meet in the afternoons of both June 26 and 27.
All of these meetings will be held at the Palmer House Hotel (room number: to
be assigned).
The final reports of the two Subcommittees will contain general statements and
individual reports from the area representatives. East Asian representatives
to these two Subcommittees are now finalizing their reports on current problems
in the processing of East Asian materials. The CEAL Subcommittee on Technical
Processing (CEAL/STP) held a special meeting during the CEAL Annual Conference
last March to discuss the issues to be included in the East Asian reports. The
discussions at this meeting and the suggestions which CEAL/STP has received
during the past one-and-a-half years will be the basis of the East Asian reports.
In addition to the specific reports of the area representatives, there will be
general recommendations put forth by the two Subcommittees, which can be summarized
as follows:
a) After the conclusion of the function of the two Ad Hoc Subcommittees, a
standing committee should be established within the ALA RTSD Cataloging and
Classification Section, at the sectional level, to continue the study and
identification of problems relative to descriptive and subject cataloging of
Asian and African materials. This recommendation has the support of the Asian
and African Section of the ACRL, which was instrumental in setting up the
present two Ad Hoc Subcommittees two years ago. The reasons for having a single,
combined committee is that in libraries it is frequently the same specialists
who do both aspects of cataloging and that, with one committee, only half as
many people would be needed to serve at any one time.
b) A recruitment effort should be made by ALA and its Resources and
Technical Services Division to insure adequate representation of catalogers
of Asian and African materials in the Division.
c) A regular means of communication should be made available in an ALA
publication to provide information to the generalist catalogers about cataloging
area materials.
d) With regard to subject analysis in particular, there should be more guidance
given to catalogers and library users concerning LC classification and subject
headings, a continuation of the effort to eliminate offensive terms (such as
primitive, native, etc.) and to avoid Western orientation in establishing new
terminology, and a preference for using vernacular terms for culture specific
concepts.
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II.

Automation of East Asian cataloging records

At the CEAL/STP special meeting last March, which was also open to other CEAL
members and therefore had a larger turnout, the problem of automating nonroman
scripts after LC freezes its catalogs in 1980 was discussed. LC has announced
that, before an automated system for handling multiple scripts is developed, it
will have to choose one of the following options in dealing with nonroman
alphabet material (LC Information Bulletin, Vol. 36, No. 44, November 4, 1977):
A. Handle all roman alphabet material through the automated system but continue
to handle all nonroman scripts through the manual system.
B. Input an abbreviated romanized record to the automated system so that at
least an index to the records would be available; full records in the
vernacular would continue to be produced for a manual catalog.
C. Input nonroman script material in full in romanized form and continue to
produce records in the vernacular through the manual system.
D. Input all nonroman script in full in romanized form and discontinue the
production of vernacular cards.
The consensus reached at the meeting was that LC be urged to consider choosing
Option C in handling its nonroman records until an automated system for nonroman
scripts can be available. The conferees were of the opinion that, although
Option B appears to be a good choice, according to previous experience at the
University of Toronto, the "abbreviated romanized record" it produces may later
become too brief to be truly useful, and for this reason, Option C is preferred,
because it offers a full romanized record while at the same time providing a full
record in the vernacular script.
One recent development which has brightened the prospect of automating East Asian
scripts is that LC has pledged new efforts in this direction. In a letter
addressed to Eugene W. Wu, LC Assistant Librarian for Processing Services Joseph
H. Howard said that "we share your deep concern about the ambiguities that could
arise if East Asian cataloging records appeared only in romanized form in the
MARC data base. We will, therefore, ask for funds in fiscal 1979 to perform
the research and development necessary to incorporate bibliographical records
into the MARC data base in nonroman East Asian scripts." Mr. Howard's letter,
dated April 24, 1978, was a reply to Mr. Wu's earlier letter in which he stated
CEAL's position with regard to the problem of automating Asian scripts, particu
larly Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, stressed the fact that East Asian cataloging
records, if done entirely in romanization without the original scripts, "would
be unintelligible and thus unacceptable to both scholars and librarians," and
urged that LC "continue to maintain its card catalog for East Asian publications
and to distribute its printed cards in the East Asian languages until and unless
... * suitable means are found for incorporating these vernacular scripts into the
data base.'"
III.

Uniform titles on LC printed cards

Responding to a recent LC opinion survey about uniform titles on its printed
cards (LC Cataloging Service Bulletin 124, p. 6 ) , CEAL/STP restated its position
regarding this matter in a letter addressed to Lucia J. Rather, Assistant
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Director for Cataloging of the LC Processing Department.
excerpts from the letter:

The following are some

"In our survey of opinion among East Asian catalogers, we have found that the
general feeling concerning uniform titles is that their use should be restricted
to special materials such as music, laws, religious works, translations, etc.,
and special authors such as those whose publications are voluminous. Clear
guidelines should be established as to in which cases and under what circumstances
uniform titles should be used...
'Since 1972, LC has been using extensively uniform titles on its East Asian
catalog cards, or nonroman catalog cards, but not on its printed cards for
Western language materials...Such LC double standard, which has no justification
and should be stopped immediately, has caused great confusion to both library
staff and users
'There is one important factor which should provide the basis or rationale for
even more restricted use of uniform titles on East Asian (or nonroman) catalog
cards. It is common knowledge that romanizations for East Asian languages often
mean nothing if they are not accompanied by the corresponding vernacular scripts
or characters. The use of uniform titles (most often in romanized form in case
of East Asian cataloging) always separates the romanizations from the corresponding
characters. For instance, each time a uniform title is used, the romanized
uniform title has no corresponding characters on the catalog card made in
vernacular script (The vernacular script is for the title-page title only). On
the other hand, the romanized title-page title given on the uniform title crossreference card, which must be made each time a uniform title is used, has no
characters to go with it, because no LC cross-reference card has ever carried
characters or vernacular scripts. A library catalog full of ambiguous romanized
title entries is a disservice to the library users...
'A final concern is about the position of the romanized title-page title...
If uniform title is needed on a nonroman catalog card, the position of the
romanized title-page title under the heading and preceding the vernacular title
should remain unchanged, with the uniform title being added or inserted between
the heading^and the romanized title-page title."
(e.g., in a manner demonstrated
by the following formula:
Heading...
^uniform title^
(romanized title-page title)...

)

(Thomas H. Lee)
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IV.

Japanese cataloging:

Questions and answers.

In February , 1977, Mr. Thomas Lee, Chairman, CEAL Subcommittee on Technical
Processing asked Ayako Hayashi, Head, Japanese Language Section, Shared
Cataloging Division, Library of Congress, to consider a number of questions
concerning the cataloging of Japanese monographs at LC and suggested that the
answers to them be published in the CEAL Bulletin.
The following is her
response to these questions.
A.

Form of heading

1. "Why are 3oroe of the priests entered under their pseudonyms and others under
their canonized names?" As examples, the following headings accompanied the
question: Ekaku, 1686-1769; Soseki, 1275-1351; Honen, 1133-1212; Myoe, 1173?1232; Sengai, 1751-1837; ShuhS, 1573-1645; Ikkyu OshQ, 1394-1481.
As you know, at the time the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AARC) was adopted
in 1967, it was economically impracticable for the Library of Congress to under
take a change in all existing headings for which the form of heading would differ
if the AARC was applied. We, therefore, adopted a policy known as "superimposition" in applying the new rules, which means that the rules for headings are
applied only to headings established since March 19, 1967 (cf. Cataloging Service,
bulletin 79 (Jan. 1967)).
This practice has often confused other libraries, as there is nothing shown in
a bibiliographic entry to indicate that a heading used as a main or added entry
is one being used by sumperimposition. The forms of headings for Ekaku and
Soseki follow rule 66B of the ALA Cataloging Rules ... Additions and Changes,
1949-1958.
It states: "Enter Japanese Buddhist priests of the pre-Meiji period
under their priestly names (i. e. hoki) ..." In the pre-Meiji period, a priest
had at least two priestly names: hoki and hogo. Though Honen and Myoe are hogo,
it is often difficult to distinguish between hoki and hogB. The Library's current
policy for the choice of variant names is to use the name by which a person is
known. Both Honen and Myoe are better known by their hogS than by their hOki.
Sengai is known not only as a priest but also as a painter and a calligrapher, and
except for a few dictionaries that always list Buddhist names by hOki, his
name appears as Sengai in most of the reference books available to us ( Nihon
Rekishi Daijiten, Dai Nihon Jimmei Jisho, Nihon Gaka Jiten, Shodo Jiten/ etc.).
We erred in the form of entry chosen for Shuho (hoki) , who is known as Takuan
SOhO and should have been entered under the latter form since the name was
established according to AACR.
The heading has since been revised to "Takuan
Soho, 1573-1645," and the cards with his name used as the main entry heading
have been reprinted. The heading for Ikkyu 0sh5, established in October, 1967,
appears as one of the examples in the AACR, rule 49F. The title Osho reads, also
as WajO or KashO according to various Buddhist sects, and has a different meaning
from sect to sect. It is also the term of address for all Buddhist priests, and
therefore it seems odd to add the term only to Ikkyu. We have now deleted the
term from the heading, and are reprinting the cards on which Ikkyu Osho was used
as the main entry heading.
2. "What are the principal rules for the names of the imperial family? There
seem to be inconsistencies in the four examples listed here: (1) Chichibu,
Setsuko, Princess, 1909(2) Mikasa, Takahito, Prince, 1915(3) Mikasa
no Miya Tomohito, Prince of Japan, 1946(4) Shikishi, Princess of Japan, d.1201."
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The headings in examples (1) and (2) were established before the adoption of
AACR and are being used by our policy of superimposition. Rule 56A of the
ALA Cataloging Rules ... Additions and Changes, 1949-1958 was applied in each
case. The rule states: "Enter princes of the blood, during and after the Meiji
period ... under the name of the house founded by them on reaching majority,
followed by the forename, and then the title in English." The heading in
example (3) was established according to AACR, rule 49B3, which states: "If
the name by which a royal person is identified includes the name of his house,
dynasty, or the like, do not use it as an entry element (unless it is the first
element of the name) but enter the name in direct order without inversion."
Since the name of his house appears as the first element, we then applied AARC
Introductory Note 1 to rules 46-51, which states "If the entry element is the
first element of the name the whole name appears in direct order." His title
was added by applying rule 49B. The heading in example (4) was established
according to AACR, rule 49B2.
2.

Reading of characters

"Will the Library of Congress be using yon [ <Sff ] instead of shi consistently
in the future?"
This problem has been with us for some time, and in 1973 I sought help on it
from the National Language Research Institute (Kokuritse Kokugo Kenkyujo). The
reply given was that though both are acceptable, in some cases the reading yon
is preferable, and in other cases the reading shi. The following examples
attempt to illustrate the point:
(1)

Yon preferred:
A.

When used as a numerical unit such as \r?

B.

When used in a denominate quantity such as

, tfj^ t \0 yfr * \*^^-•
\& 1X

, \U7 -f 0

The reasons for the above practice: (1) It is easier to hear and understand; for
example, it can easily be distinguished from another number shichi.
(2) It is
easier to*pronounce in such cases as the above.
(2)

Shi is the correct reading:
When used idiomatically as in the following examples: stP*h>3

, MP^s^^

»

We have followed these guidelines since April, 1973.
3.

Romanization
"Is it practical to change N to M before B, M, and P?"

No, it would have been better if we had not followed the above exception. How
ever, LC has been using the modified Hepburn system of romanization as employed
in KenkyUsha's New Japanese-English Dictionary (Tokyo, 1931; American ed.,
Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1942) (see ALA Cataloging Rules ... Additions
and Changes, 1949-58, p. 48, or Cataloging Service, bulletin 119, Fall 1976,
p. 33). On p. ii of these editions of the Kenkyusha's dictionary, it is stated
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that M is used for N preceding B, M, and P, except in the cases of compound
nouns such as Aenban \£r
(so that in dictionaries as well as in dictionary
catalogs, Aenban follows Aen.)
Soon after the American National Standard System for the Romanization of Japanese
was published in 1972, LC made an estimate of the percentage of entries which
would be affected if the new system of romanization, which does not provide
for the above exception, were adopted. The percentage was found to be too high
to facilitate a change, and it wae decided to postpone the adoption of the
new system indefinitely.
4.

Word division

1.

"I am not certain where to separate and where not to separate these words:
(1) Rod5 kijin h o ^ ^ f e ^ ^ ^

Chugoku kenkSho

(2) Tone chisui ron k5

NantoronkS

(3) Okinawa sen
(4) Ei-Bei ho

$4&jfa

x^/^^^xt

Richo m i n g a j ? / ?

^ £ j£

Wa-Kanjo -fa
Chosengaku tyhp^rfy

(5) ChOsen shi j ^ ^ ^ L

For Japanese word division, the Library of Congress follows the specifications
published on pp. 48-56 of the ALA Cataloging Rules ... Additions and Changes,
1949-1958, which were also issued in Cataloging Service, bulletin 119. In the
example (1), J?3d5 kijun hid follows 9C, which states: "A single-character substan
tive modified by two or more binary or derived compounds is written separately ...
whereas ChUgoku kenkdhd" follows 9C(1), which states: "Care must be taken to
distinguish, insofar as possible, substantives used in this manner from those
which are merely part of derived compounds," since kenkOho" is a derived compound
explained in 9B. In the example (2), Tone chisui ron ko follows 9C(2), which
states: "Two single-character substantives in succession, each in turn having a
complex modifier, should not be interpreted as a binary compound," whereas
Nantoronko belongs to 9B, the rule for derived compounds. In the example (3),
Okinawa sen follows 11A, which states: "Proper names ... are written separately
from modifiers or words modified by them," and Richo follows 11A(7), which
states "Single-character unabbreviated proper names (e.g., names of Chinese
dynasties) in Sino-Japanese compounds are treated according to rules 9A and
9B." In the example (4), Ei-Bei flo should be Ei-Beiho according to 11B(2),
which states "Abbreviated combining forms used coordinately are hyphenated ...;
a suffix is written as part of the second element." in the example (5),
Chosen shi, similar to Okinawa sen in example (3), follows 11A.
ChOsengaku
follows LC's traditional practice of using the romanizations Shinagaku (Sinology)
and Nihongaku (Japanology), which are considered as proper names.
Word division has been one of our major problems. If it were possible to revise
the rules for Japanese word division, I believe that it would be preferable to
eliminate the distinction between 9C and 9C(1) and romanize the examples in 9C
as those in 9C(1). In the example (1) above, Rodo kijun ho would then be
romanized as ROdO kijunhlD. This would be more consistent in form with
Chugoku kenkOhO.
I would also like to see a change made in 9C(2) and have two
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single character substantives in succession, each in turn having a complex
modifier, romanized as a binary compound. In the example (2) above, Tone
chisui ron ko would then be romanized as Tone chisui ronkS, and Nantoronko
as NantV ronko".
2. "I am not certain about the use of some honorifics. Are we supposed to
interpret 'Kuma" as a proper name, and "Konko' as a general noun?"
examples: Misaki no Kuma San 2
J& j>j
Konkdsama
1

/

The publication Misaki no Kuma San is a collection of essays written by H. Oshima,
a biologist. The title is taken from one of the essays in the collection, an
essay about Aoki Kumakichi, also a biologist. Kuma, therefore, is a proper name
and is romanized separately from San according to 11A(1). Konkosama, however,
should have been romanized as Konko Sama, since Konko is also a proper name. The
entry has since been revised to reflect the correction.
3.

"I am not certain whether or not I should hyphenate these types of words:
(1) sangyS-shinrigaku / b % > ^ ' a i y o k u
(2) doboku-taishingaku
(3) 3fukud5-kikaigaku
(4) Kan-Gishi

5^3&1$

J-

£fc ;c £j ^

taikabutsu kogaku

iitlf^^^^r

* ifyX %

ketsuekigata seikakugaku

r

Okuetsu

^T-^M^t*^

j$

Higashi Shinakai $L > f y£

(5) To-Indo
(6) Koga-ryu

shinrigaku

tftffi:]^

Nihon-teki

Ryuseiha %l

(7) Nihon-koku

Manshukoku >t%r^j fty

(8) Oranda-i ^9>f"fe

ChSsen shi ^ ^ j ^ _
y

9D states that: "A single character suffixed to two or more compounds as a
formative element is romanized as part of the word and the compounds are
hyphenated." In example (1), aiyoku and shinrigaku should probably be hyphe
nated according to the above rule. We wonder, however, if gaku is suffixed only
to shinri or also to aiyoku, because there is no such established study as
aiyoku-shinrigaku though there is shinrigaku.
In example (2), the rule cannot
be applied to taifcaJbutsu kogaku since kogaku is a binary compound. In example
(3), gaku is suffixed only to seikaku and not to ketsuekigata, and therefore the
compounds are not hyphenated. In example (4), 11B(2) was applied erroneously.
Since neither Kan nor Gi is an abbreviated form, 11A should have been followed,
and the romanization given in the form Kan Gi Shi. Okuetsu means the mountain
side of Echizen, and therefore is romanized as one word according to 11B(1).
In example (5), Tb-Indo has been revised to Higashi Indo, since most of the
reference books (Dai Nihon Hyakka Jiten; Kojien 1976; Nihon Kokugo Daijiten,
etc.) give that reading. KOga-ryu and Nihon-teki in example (6) follow 11A(5),
which states: "Nongeneric suffixes are hyphenated following a proper name,
unless the name consists of more than one word." Ryuseiha is the name of a
school of flower arrangement, but ryusei is not a proper name, and therefore
should be one word. Nihon-koku and Manshukoku follcw 11A(3), which states:
f
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"Generic terms used as part of the names of jurisdictions are hyphenated unless
they form Sino-Japanese compounds ... Exception: ManshUkoku is written as one
word." In example (8), Oranda-i should be Oranda i since it belongs in the cate
gory of 11A rather than that of 11A(5).
Whether to hyphenate or not has been another long-standing problem, and I feel
that a solution to this problem lies in the direction of less frequent hyphena
tion than is our current practice. For example, doboku-taishingaku would be
better not hyphenated, so that no one need to wonder about the difference
between this and taikabutsu kOgaku.
It seems to me that the present system of word division represents an attempt
at a theoretically and logically consistent practice, but that the results of
applying this system show inconsistency as to form. In my proposal for the
revision of the present rules, which I expect to be able to submit in the near
future, I hope to balance theoretical and logical considerations with practical
considerations leading to more consistency in form.
5.

Punctuation

1. "I have found a few occasions where hyphete, commas, and parentheses are
used, but their use does not seem to be consistent, as shown in the examples:
(1) Watakushi no Ni-niroku jiken -fa 9
(2) Konsaisu jimmei jiten, Nihon-hen
(3) Rekishi jinsei shomotsu

fifc^

'
;? >

• /C ^

(4) Kinsei roonji (koroonjo) kaidokuhon

4%

A

•

%

i£_-$r£^ t £ £ | " ) * & 4 & £
t

Rule 8 of the section on Far Eastern languages in the ALA Cataloging Rules ...
Additions and Changes, 1949-1958 states: "A. A centered point (•) indicating
coordinate words is transcribed as a comma, except where the rules require a
hyphen (cf. Japanese: Word division, 11A(2) and 11B(2); [in] separating foreign
words written in kana it is disregarded. B. Brackets ( —
) used in the manner
of quotation marks ("...") are transcribed as the latter." I must acknowledge
that we have not been following these rules verbatim because of the following
considerations:
A. The point (•) between Chinese characters has a different function from that
of a comma. The point (•) is used mainly to divide words since there are no
spaces between words in Japanese as there are in English, for example. When
characters are romanized, a space between words functions as the point (*).
B. Since the function of the point (*) is to divide words rather than phrases,
often the use of a comma in place of the point (*) makes the meaning ambiguous.
For example the romanization of
^ L ^ Jt&
Yasashii
sozoku zoyo no horitsu would convey the meaning of the title better than does
Yasashii sozoku, zoyo no hOritsu.
a

s

It seems better to omit commas in the above cases. In cases such as example (2)
Konsaisu jimmei jiten, Nihon-hen (which has a companion volume entitled Konsaisu
jimmei jiten, gaikokuhen) and Matsumoto Seiche, Yamamoto ShugorS shu (where more
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than two proper names appear next to each other), the insertion of a comma
makes the meaning clear. Ni-niroku in example (1) is hyphenated according to
the exception provided for in 11B(2) mentioned above.
As for romanizing a word within a parentheses, I am of the opinion that it is
best to omit it, since the parenthetical word is usually an explanation of the
word preceding it, or sometimes simply provides guidance on the reading of
characters (e.g.
^ ) . Also, one would normally consider the title
complete without the parenthetical word. The National Diet Library omits
such elements from title romanizations except when they are needed to
distinguish one work from another.
2. "Is the Library of Congress going to continue to omit quotation marks,
exclamation marks, etc, from the title romanization?
examples:
Shihonron to gendai shihonshugi
Naze Kyosanto ni hantai ka
Moshin Mare Shingaporu

T£

7|£;£

£

*

#

X ^1>K

% £

\ ^

*? Jfc fe<jf \- fa fcj"
/ -? u — .

>

-fc

-/L

Rule 134B1 of AARC, revised chapter 6, states that although the title proper is
transcribed exactly as to order, wording, and spelling, it is not necessarily
transcribed exactly as to punctuation. This provision applies also to punctu
ation used in the romanization of titles. The quotation marks can at times be
omitted without any loss of legibility both in transcription of title and in its
romanization. However, we agree that the omission of the exclamation point and
question mark may render the meaning of the title ambiguous, and the inclusion
of such punctuation in the romanization of titles is now being applied with
considerably more rigor than before.
t
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